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Abstract
In a metric space (X, d) we reconstruct an approximation of a Borel measure µ starting from
a premeasure q defined on the collection of closed balls, and such that q approximates the values
of µ on these balls. More precisely, under a geometric assumption on the distance ensuring a
Besicovitch covering property, and provided that there exists a Borel measure on X satisfying
an asymptotic doubling-type condition, we show that a suitable packing construction produces a
measure µˆq which is equivalent to µ. Moreover we show the stability of this process with respect
to the accuracy of the initial approximation. We also investigate the case of signed measures.
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1 Introduction
Is a Borel measure µ on a metric space (X, d) fully determined by its values on balls? In the context
of general measure theory, such a question appears to be of extremely basic nature. The answer
(when it is known) strongly depends upon the interplay between the measure and the metric space.
A clear overview on the subject is given in [9]. Let us mention some known facts about this issue.
When X = Rn equipped with a norm, the answer to the above question is in the affirmative. The
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reason is the following: if two Radon measures µ and ν coincide on every ball Br(x) ⊂ Rn, then
in particular they are mutually absolutely continuous, therefore by the Radon-Nikodym-Lebesgue
Differentiation Theorem one has µ(A) =
∫
A η dν = ν(A) for any Borel set A, where
η(x) = lim
r→0
µ(Br(x))
ν(Br(x))
= 1
is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of µ with respect to ν (defined for ν-almost all x ∈ Rn). More
generally, the same fact can be shown for any pair of Borel measures on a finite-dimensional Banach
space X. Unfortunately, the Differentiation Theorem is valid on a Banach space X if and only if X
is finite-dimensional. Of course, this does not prevent in general the possibility that Borel measures
are uniquely determined by their values on balls. Indeed, Preiss and Tiˇser proved in [10] that in
separable Banach spaces, two finite Borel measures coinciding on all balls also coincide on all Borel
sets. Nevertheless, if this coincidence turns out to be satisfied only on balls of radius, say, less than
1, then the question still stands. In the case of separable metric spaces, Federer introduced in [8]
a geometrical condition on the distance (see Definition 2.5) implying a Besicovitch-type covering
lemma that can be used to show the property above, i.e., that any finite Borel measure is uniquely
identified by its values on closed balls. When this condition on the distance is dropped, some
examples of metric spaces and of pairs of distinct Borel measures coinciding on balls of upper-
bounded diameter are known (see [5]).
Here we consider the case of a separable metric space (X, d) where Besicovitch covering lemma
(or at least some generalized version of it) holds, and we ask the following questions:
Question 1. How can we reconstruct a Borel measure from its values on balls, and especially, what
about the case of signed measures?
A classical approach to construct a measure from a given premeasure p defined on a family
C of subsets of X (here the premeasure p is defined on closed balls) is to apply Carathe´odory
constructions (Method I and Method II, see [1]) to obtain an outer measure. We recall that a
premeasure p is a nonnegative function, defined on a given family C of subsets of X, such that
∅ ∈ C and p(∅) = 0. By Method I, an outer measure µ∗ is defined starting from p as
µ∗(A) = inf
{ ∞∑
k=1
p(Bk) : Bk ∈ C and A ⊂
∞⋃
k=1
Bk
}
,
for any A ⊂ X. But, as it is explained in [1] (Section 3.2), Method I does not take into account
that X is a metric space, thus the resulting outer measure can be incompatible with the metric
on X, in the sense that open sets are not necessarily µ∗-measurable. On the other hand, Method
II is used to define Hausdorff measures (see Theorem 2.4) and it always produces a metric outer
measure µ∗, for which Borel sets are µ∗-measurable.
As for a signed measure µ = µ+ − µ−, the main problem is that, given a closed ball B, it
is impossible to directly reconstruct µ+(B) and µ−(B) from µ(B). The idea is, then, to apply
Carathe´odory’s construction to the premeasure p+(B) = (µ(B))+ (here a+ denotes the positive
part of a ∈ R) and check that the resulting outer measure is actually µ+. Then, by a similar
argument we recover µ−.
Now we consider the problem of reconstructing a measure µ from approximate values on balls.
We thus assume that a premeasure q, defined on closed balls, is given and satisfies the following
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two properties: for some 0 < α ≤ 1, C ≥ 1, and r0 > 0,
(i) q(Br(x)) ≥ C−1µ(Bαr(x)) ,
(ii) q(Br(x)) ≤ Cµ(Br(x))
(1)
holds for all 0 < r < r0 and all x ∈ X.
Question 2. Given a positive Borel measure µ and a premeasure q defined on balls and satisfying
the two conditions in (1), is it possible to reconstruct an approximation up to constants of µ from
q? What about the case when µ is a signed measure?
First notice that under the assumptions (1) the best one can obtain is a reconstruction µˆ of µ
such that
Cˆ−1µ ≤ µˆ ≤ Cˆ µ
for some constant Cˆ ≥ 1. We stress that, in the case α = 1 in (1)(i), this can be easily obtained
via Carathe´odory Method II (with Cˆ = C) while in the case 0 < α < 1 Carathe´odory construction
does not provide in general such a measure µˆ. Loosely speaking, a loss of mass can happen in the
recovery process, as the example presented in section 3.1 shows.
In order to recover µ, or at least some measure equivalent or comparable to µ, the choice of the
centers of the balls in the collection, which are used to cover the support of µ, is crucial. Indeed they
must be placed in some nearly-optimal positions, such that even the concentric balls with smaller
radius have a significant overlapping with the support of µ. This led us to consider a packing-type
construction. The packing construction is mainly used to define the packing s-dimensional measure
and its associated notion of packing dimension. It is in some sense dual to the construction leading
to Hausdorff measure and dimension, and was introduced by C. Tricot in [12]. Then Tricot and
Taylor in [11] extended it to the case of a general premeasure. In our setting we show that this
packing construction can be formulated in a simpler and more manageable way (see section 3.2).
Since the lower bound on q(Br(x)) is given in terms of µ(Bαr(x)), in the case 0 < α < 1
and under some additional assumptions on the metric space (X, d) we prove a suitable version
of Besicovitch covering lemma (see Proposition 3.4 and Corollary 3.5), which represents a key
ingredient in our construction and seems also of independent interest.
Some further explanations about the assumption (1) on q(Br(x)) are in order. An example of
q(Br(x)) satisfying (1) is
q(Br(x)) =
1
r
∫ r
0
µ(Bs(x)) ds ; (2)
more generally one could consider
q(Br(x)) =
1
r
∫ r
0
µ(Bs(x))ω(s/r)ds
where ω : (0, 1)→ (0,+∞) is a non-increasing probability density function. Notice that in Rn this
last expression corresponds to the convolution of µ with ω(|x|/r), while for a general metric space
it may be understood as an extension of the convolution operation.
We also remark that the starting motivation of our study is related to the problem of rectifiability
of a d–varifold V in Rn obtained as the limit of “discrete varifolds” (see [3, 2, 4]).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain how to reconstruct a positive measure
and then a signed measure (Theorem 2.11) from their values on balls, thanks to Carathe´odory’s
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construction, answering Question 1. Section 3 deals with Question 2, that is, the reconstruc-
tion of a measure starting from a premeasure satisfying (1). After explaining the limitations of
Carathe´odory’s construction for this problem, we prove our main result, Theorem 3.1, saying that
by suitable packing constructions one can reconstruct a signed measure equivalent to the initial
one in any metric space (X, d) which is directionally limited and endowed with an asymptotically
doubling measure ν (see Hypothesis 3.1 in page 19).
Some notations
Let (X, d) be a metric space.
• B(X) denotes the σ–algebra of Borel subsets of X.
• Br(x) = {y ∈ X | d(y, x) ≤ r} is the closed ball of radius r > 0 and center x ∈ X.
• Ur(x) = {y ∈ X | d(y, x) < r} is the open ball of radius r > 0 and center x ∈ X.
• C denotes the collection of closed balls of X and for δ > 0, Cδ denotes the collection of closed
balls of diameter ≤ δ.
• Ln is the Lebesgue measure in Rn.
• P(X) is the set of all subsets of X.
• cardA is the cardinality of the set A.
• N∗ = {1, 2, . . .}.
2 Carathe´odory metric construction of outer measures
We recall here some standard definitions and well-known facts about general measures, focusing in
particular on the construction of measures from premeasures, in the sense of Carathe´odory Method
II [1].
2.1 Outer measures and metric outer measures
Definition 2.1 (Outer measure). Let X be a set, and let µ∗ : P(X)→ [0; +∞] satisfying
(i) µ∗(∅) = 0.
(ii) µ∗ is monotone: if A ⊂ B ⊂ X, then µ∗(A) ≤ µ∗(B).
(iii) µ∗ is countably subadditive: if (Ak)k∈N is a sequence of subsets of X, then
µ∗
( ∞⋃
k=1
Ak
)
≤
∞∑
k=1
µ∗(Ak) .
Then µ∗ is called an outer measure on X.
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In order to obtain a measure from an outer measure, one defines the measurable sets with
respect to µ∗.
Definition 2.2 (µ∗–measurable set). Let µ∗ be an outer measure on X. A set A ⊂ X is µ∗–
measurable if for all sets E ⊂ X,
µ∗(E) = µ∗(E ∩A) + µ∗(E \A) .
We can now define a measure associated with an outer measure. Thanks to the definition of
µ∗–measurable sets, the additivity of µ∗ among the measurable sets is straightforward, actually it
happens that µ∗ is σ–additive on µ∗–measurable sets.
Theorem 2.1 (Measure associated with an outer measure, see Theorem 2.32 in [1]). Let X be a
set, µ∗ an outer measure on X, and M the class of µ∗–measurable sets. Then M is a σ–algebra
and µ∗ is countably additive on M. Thus the set function µ defined on M by µ(A) = µ∗(A) for all
A ∈M is a measure.
We now introduce metric outer measures.
Definition 2.3. Let (X, d) be a metric space and µ∗ be an outer measure on X. µ∗ is called a
metric outer measure if
ν(E ∪ F ) = ν(E) + ν(F )
for any E,F ⊂ X such that d(E,F ) > 0.
When µ∗ is a metric outer measure, every Borel set is µ∗–measurable and thus the measure µ
associated with µ∗ is a Borel measure.
Theorem 2.2 (Carathe´odory’s Criterion, see Theorem 3.8 in [1]). Let µ∗ be an outer measure on
a metric space (X, d). Then every Borel set in X is µ∗-measurable if and only if µ∗ is a metric
outer measure. In particular, a metric outer measure is a Borel measure.
We recall two approximation properties of Borel measures defined on metric spaces.
Theorem 2.3 (see Theorems 3.13 and 3.14 in [1]). Let (X, d) be a metric space and µ be a Borel
measure on X.
• Approximation from inside: Let F be a Borel set such that µ(F ) < +∞, then for any ε > 0,
there exists a closed set Fε ⊂ F such that µ(F \ Fε) < ε.
• Approximation from outside: Assume that µ is finite on bounded sets and let F be a Borel
set, then
µ(F ) = inf{µ(U) : F ⊂ U, U open set} .
We can now introduce Carathe´odory’s construction of metric outer measures (Method II, see
[1]).
Definition 2.4 (Premeasure). Let X be a set and C be a family of subsets of X such that ∅ ∈ C.
A nonnegative function p defined on C and such that p(∅) = 0 is called a premeasure.
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Theorem 2.4 (Carathe´odory’s construction, Method II). Suppose (X, d) is a metric space and C
is a family of subsets of X which contains the empty set. Let p be a premeasure on C. For each
δ > 0, let
Cδ = {A ∈ C | diam(A) ≤ δ}
and for any E ⊂ X define
νpδ (E) = inf
{ ∞∑
i=0
p(Ai)
∣∣∣∣E ⊂ ⋃
i∈N
Ai, ∀i, Ai ∈ Cδ
}
.
As νpδ ≥ νpδ′ when δ ≤ δ′, the limit
νp,∗(E) = lim
δ→0
νpδ (E)
exists (possibly infinite). Then νp,∗ is a metric outer measure on X.
2.2 Effects of Carathe´odory’s construction on positive Borel measures
Let (X, d) be a metric space and µ be a positive Borel σ–finite measure on X. Let C be the set of
closed balls and let p be the premeasure defined on C by
p : C → [0,+∞]
B 7→ µ(B) (3)
Let µp,∗ be the metric outer measure obtained by Carathe´odory’s metric construction applied to
(C, p) and then µp the Borel measure associated with µp,∗. Then, the following question arises.
Question 3. Do we have µp = µ? In other terms, can we recover the initial measure by Carathe´odory’s
Method II?
The following lemma shows one of the two inequalities needed to positively answer Question 3.
Lemma 2.5. Let (X, d) be a metric space and µ be a positive Borel measure on X. Then, in the
same notations as above, we have µ ≤ µp.
Proof. Let A ⊂ X be a Borel set, we have to show that µ(A) ≤ µp(A) = µp,∗(A). This inequality
relies only on the definition of µpδ as an infimum. Indeed, let δ > 0 be fixed, then for any η > 0
there exists a countable collection of closed balls (Bηj )j∈N ⊂ Cδ such that
A ⊂
⋃
j
Bηj and µ
p
δ(A) ≥
∞∑
j=1
p(Bηj )− η ,
so that
µpδ(A) + η ≥
∞∑
j=1
p(Bηj ) =
∞∑
j=1
µ(Bηj ) ≥ µ
(⋃
j
Bηj
)
≥ µ(A) .
Letting η → 0 and then δ → 0 leads to µ(A) ≤ µp(A).
A consequence of Davies’ result [5] is that the other inequality cannot be true in general. We
need extra assumptions on the metric space (X, d) ensuring that open sets are “well approximated”
by closed balls, that is, we need some specific covering property. In Rn with the Euclidean norm,
this approximation of open sets by disjoint unions of balls is provided by Besicovitch Theorem,
which we recall here:
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Theorem 2.6 (Besicovitch Theorem, see Corollary 1 p. 35 in [7]). Let µ be a Borel measure on
Rn and consider any collection F of non degenerated closed balls. Let A denote the set of centers
of the balls in F . Assume µ(A) < +∞ and that
inf {r > 0 |Br(a) ∈ F} = 0 ∀ a ∈ A .
Then, for every open set U ∈ Rn, there exists a countable collection G of disjoint balls in F such
that ⊔
B∈G
B ⊂ U and µ
(
(A ∩ U)−
⊔
B∈G
B
)
= 0 .
A generalization of Besicovitch Theorem for metric spaces is due to Federer, under a geometric
assumption involving the distance function.
Definition 2.5 (Directionally limited distance, see 2.8.9 in [8]). Let (X, d) be a metric space,
A ⊂ X and ξ > 0, 0 < η ≤ 13 , ζ ∈ N∗. The distance d is said to be directionally (ξ, η, ζ)–limited
at A if the following holds. Take any a ∈ A and B ⊂ A ∩ (Uξ(a) \ {a}) satisfying the following
property: let b, c ∈ B with b 6= c and assume without loss of generality that d(a, b) ≥ d(a, c), then
for all x ∈ X such that d(a, x) = d(a, c) and d(a, x) + d(x, b) = d(a, b) one has
d(x, c)
d(a, c)
≥ η . (4)
Then cardB ≤ ζ.
Let us say a few words about this definition. If (X, | · |) is a Banach space with strictly convex
norm, then the above relations involving x imply that
x = a+
|a− c|
|a− b|(b− a) ,
hence in this case (4) is equivalent to
d(x, c)
d(a, c)
=
∣∣∣∣ c− a|c− a| − b− a|b− a|
∣∣∣∣ ≥ η .
Consequently, if X is finite-dimensional, and thanks to the compactness of the unit sphere, for a
given η there exists ζ ∈ N such that (X, | · |) is directionally (ξ, η, ζ)-limited for all ξ > 0. Hereafter
we provide two examples of metric spaces that are not directionally limited.
Example 2.7. Consider in R2 the union X of a countable number of half-lines, joining at the same
point a. Then the geodesic metric d induced on X by the ambient metric is not directionally limited
at {a}.
Indeed let B = X ∩ {y : d(a, y) = ξ}, let b and c ∈ B lying in two
different lines, at the same distance d(a, b) = d(a, c) = ξ of a. Then
x ∈ X such that d(a, x) = d(a, c) = ξ and d(b, x) = d(a, b)−d(a, c) = 0
implies x = b and thus
d(x, c)
d(a, c)
=
d(b, c)
ξ
=
2ξ
ξ
= 2 .
but cardB is not finite.
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Example 2.8. If X is a separable Hilbert space and B = (ek)k∈N a Hilbert basis, a ∈ H and
b = a + ej , c = a + ek ∈ a + B, the Hilbert norm is strictly convex so that d(a, x) = d(a, c),
d(b, x) = d(a, b)− d(a, c) uniquely define x as
x = a+
|ek|
|ej | ej = b and
d(x, c)
d(a, c)
= |ek − ej | = 2 ≥ η
for all η ≤ 13 and card(a+B) is infinite. Therefore H is not directionally limited (nowhere).
We can now state the generalized versions of Besicovitch Covering Lemma and Besicovitch
Theorem for directionally limited metric spaces.
Theorem 2.9 (Generalized Besicovitch Covering Lemma, see 2.8.14 in [8]). Let (X, d) be a sep-
arable metric space directionally (ξ, η, ζ)–limited at A ⊂ X. Let 0 < δ < ξ2 and F be a family of
closed balls of radii less than δ such that each point of A is the center of some ball of F . Then,
there exists 2ζ + 1 countable subfamilies of F of disjoint closed balls, G1, . . . ,G2ζ+1 such that
A ⊂
2ζ+1⋃
j=1
⊔
B∈Gj
B .
Remark 2.1. In Rn endowed with the Euclidean norm it is possible to take ξ = +∞ and ζ only
dependent on η and n. If we fix η = 13 , then ζ = ζn only depends on the dimension n.
Theorem 2.10 (Generalized Besicovitch Theorem, see 2.8.15 in [8]). Let (X, d) be a separable
metric space directionally (ξ, η, ζ)–limited at A ⊂ X. Let F be a family of closed balls of X
satisfying
inf {r > 0 |Br(a) ∈ F} = 0, ∀ a ∈ A , (5)
and let µ be a positive Borel measure on X such that µ(A) < +∞. Then, for any open set U ⊂ X
there exists a countable disjoint family G of F such that
⊔
B∈G
B ⊂ U and µ
(
(A ∩ U)−
⊔
B∈G
B
)
= 0 .
We can now prove the coincidence of the initial measure and the reconstructed measure under
assumptions of Theorem 2.10.
Proposition 2.11. Let (X, d) be a separable metric space directionally (ξ, η, ζ)–limited at X. Let
µ be a positive Borel measure on X, finite on bounded sets. Let C be the family of closed balls in X
and let p be the premeasure defined on C by (3). Denote by µp,∗ the metric outer measure obtained
by Carathe´odory’s metric construction applied to (C, p) and by µp the Borel measure associated with
µp,∗. Then µp = µ.
Proof. Step one. We first show that µp is a Borel measure finite on bounded sets. First we recall
that µp,∗ is a metric outer measure by Theorem 2.4, then thanks to Theorem 2.1 µp is a Borel
measure. Let us prove that µp is finite on bounded sets. Fix A ⊂ X a bounded Borel set and apply
Besicovitch Covering Lemma (Theorem 2.9) with the family
Fδ = {B = Br(x) closed ball : x ∈ A and diamB ≤ δ} ,
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to get 2ζ + 1 countable subfamilies Gδ1 . . . ,Gδ2ζ+1 of disjoint balls in F such that
A ⊂
2ζ+1⋃
j=1
⊔
B∈Gδj
B .
Therefore,
µpδ(A) ≤
2ζ+1∑
j=1
∑
B∈Gδj
p(B) ≤
2ζ+1∑
j=1
µ
 ⊔
B∈Gδj
B
 ≤ (2ζ + 1)µ(A+Bδ(0)) ≤ (2ζ + 1)µ(A+B1(0)) ,
where A + B1(0) =
⋃
x∈AB1(x) is bounded, thus µ(A + B1(0)) < +∞ by assumption and hence
for all 0 < δ < 1
µpδ(A) ≤ (2ζ + 1)µ(A+B1(0)) < +∞ ,
whence µp,∗(A) < +∞. The claim is proved since µp = µp,∗ on Borel sets.
Step two. We now prove that for any open set U ⊂ X, it holds µp(U) ≤ µ(U). Let δ > 0 be
fixed. The collection of closed balls
Cδ = {Br(x) | x ∈ U, 0 < 2r ≤ δ} .
satisfies assumption (5). We can apply Theorem 2.10 to µp and get a countable collection Gδ of
disjoint balls in Cδ such that
⊔
B∈Gδ
B ⊂ U and µp(U) = µp
 ⊔
B∈Gδ
B
 .
At the same time we have
µpδ
 ⊔
B∈Gδ
B
 ≤ ∑
B∈Gδ
p(B) =
∑
B∈Gδ
µ(B) = µ
 ⊔
B∈Gδ
B
 ≤ µ(U) . (6)
We fix any decreasing infinitesimal sequence (δn)n∈N and define A =
⋂
n∈N
 ⊔
B∈Gδn
B
. We obtain
µp(U) = µp(A) and A ⊂
⊔
B∈Gδn
B for any n. Thus, owing to (6), we have
µpδn(A) ≤ µ
p
δn
 ⊔
B∈Gδn
B
 ≤ µ(U) and then µp(U) = µp(A) ≤ µ(U) .
This shows that µp(U) ≤ µ(U), as wanted.
Step three. Since µ and µp are Borel measures, finite on bounded sets, they are also outer
regular (see Theorem 2.3). Then for any Borel set B ⊂ X, and owing to Step two, it holds
µp(B) = inf{µp(U) | U open, B ⊂ U}
≤ inf{µ(U) | U open, B ⊂ U} = µ(B) .
Coupling this last inequality with Lemma 2.5 we obtain µp = µ.
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2.3 Carathe´odory’s construction for a signed measure
We recall that a Borel signed measure µ on (X, d) is an extended real-valued set function µ :
B(X)→ [−∞,+∞] such that µ(∅) = 0 and, for any sequence of disjoint Borel sets (Ak)k, one has
∞∑
k=1
µ(Ak) = µ
( ∞⋃
k=1
Ak
)
. (7)
Remark 2.2. Notice that when µ
( ∞⋃
k=1
Ak
)
is finite, its value does not depend on the arrangement
of the Ak, therefore the series on the right hand side of (7) is commutatively convergent, thus
absolutely convergent. In particular, if we write the Hahn decomposition µ = µ+ − µ−, with µ+
and µ− being two non-negative and mutually orthogonal measures, then µ+(X) and µ−(X) cannot
be both +∞.
The question is now the following:
Question 4. Let (X, d) be a metric space, separable and directionally (ξ, η, ζ)–limited at X, and let
µ be a Borel signed measure, finite on bounded sets. Is it possible to recover µ from its values on
closed balls by some Carathe´odory-type construction?
The main difference with the case of a positive measure is that µ is not monotone and thus
the previous construction is not directly applicable. A simple idea could be to rely on the Hahn
decomposition of µ: indeed, µ+ and µ− are positive Borel measures, and since one of them is finite,
both are finite on bounded sets (recall that µ is finite on bounded sets by assumption). Once
again, we cannot directly apply Carathe´odory’s construction to µ+ or µ− since we cannot directly
reconstruct µ+(B) and µ−(B) simply knowing µ(B) for any closed ball B. We thus try to apply
Carathe´odory’s construction not with µ+(B), but with (µ(B))+, where a+ (resp. a−) denote the
positive part max(a, 0) (resp. the negative part max(−a, 0)) for any a ∈ R. To be more precise, we
state the following definition.
Definition 2.6. Let µ be a Borel signed Radon measure in X and let C be the family of closed balls
in X. We define
p+ : C −→ R+ and p− : C −→ R+
B 7−→ (µ(B))+ B 7−→ (µ(B))− .
Then according to Carathe´odory’s construction, we define the metric outer measure µp+,∗ such that
for any A ⊂ X,
µp+,∗(A) = lim
δ→0
µ
p+,∗
δ (A) = limδ→0
inf
{ ∞∑
i=0
p+(Ai)
∣∣∣∣A ⊂ ⋃
i∈N
Ai, and for all i, Ai ∈ C, diam(Ai) ≤ δ
}
.
Similarly we define µp−,∗ and then call µp+ and µp− the Borel measures associated with µp+,∗ and
µp−,∗. Finally, we set µp = µp+ − µp−.
Theorem 2.12. Let (X, d) be a metric space, separable and directionally (ξ, η, ζ)–limited at X and
let µ = µ+− µ− be a Borel signed measure on X, finite on bounded sets. Let µp = µp+ − µp− be as
in Definition 2.6. Then µp = µ.
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Proof. We observe that µp+ and µp− are Borel measures: indeed, by construction they are metric
outer measures and Carathe´odory criterion implies that they are Borel measures. Furthermore, for
any closed ball B ∈ C, if we set p(µ+)(B) = µ+(B) (note that p(µ+) is the canonical premeasure
associated with µ+ while p+ is not a priori associated with any measure) then
p+(B) = (µ(B))+ ≤ µ+(B) = p(µ+)(B) ,
thus by construction, µp+,∗ ≤ µp(µ+),∗ and then one gets µp+ ≤ µp(µ+); similarly one can show that
µp− ≤ µ−. Thanks to Proposition 2.11, we have proven that
µp+ ≤ µ+ and µp− ≤ µ− . (8)
In particular, µp+ and µp− are finite on bounded sets, as it happens for µ+ and µ−.
Let now A ⊂ X be a Borel set. It remains to prove that µp+(A) = µp+,∗(A) ≥ µ+(A) (and
the same for µp−). We argue exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.5. Let δ > 0, then for any
η > 0 there exists a countable collection of closed balls (Bηj )j∈N ⊂ Cδ such that A ⊂
⋃
j B
η
j and
µ
p+,∗
δ (A) ≥
∞∑
j=1
p+(B
η
j )− η, so that
µ
p+,∗
δ (A) + η ≥
∞∑
j=1
p+(B
η
j ) =
∞∑
j=1
(
µ(Bηj )
)
+
≥
∞∑
j=1
µ(Bηj ) ≥ µ
⋃
j
Bηj
 ≥ µ(A) .
Letting η → 0 and then δ → 0 gives
µ(A) ≤ µp+,∗(A) = µp+(A) . (9)
We recall that µ+ and µ− are mutually singular, hence there exists a Borel set P ⊂ X such that
for any Borel set A
µ+(A) = µ(P ∩A) and µ−(A) = µ((X − P ) ∩A) .
Thanks to (9) we already know that µ ≤ µp+ , therefore we get µ+(A) = µ(P ∩A) ≤ µp+(P ∩A) ≤
µp+(A) for any Borel set A. Thanks to (8), we finally infer that µp+ = µ+, µp− = µ−, i.e., that
µp = µ.
Remark 2.3. If µ is a vector-valued measure on X, with values in a finite vector space E, we can
apply the same construction componentwise.
3 Recovering measures from approximate values on balls
We now want to reconstruct a measure µ (or an approximation of µ) starting from approximate val-
ues on closed balls, given by a premeasure q satisfying (1). More precisely, we can now reformulate
Question 2 in the context of directionally limited metric spaces.
Question 5. Let (X, d) be a separable metric space, directionally (ξ, η, ζ)–limited at X and let µ be
a positive Borel measure on X. Is it possible to reconstruct µ from q up to multiplicative constants?
Can the same be done when µ is a signed measure?
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In section 3.1 below we explain with a simple example involving a Dirac mass why Carathe´odory’s
construction does not allow to recover µ from the premeasure q defined in (2). Then in section 3.2
we define a packing construction of a measure, that is in some sense dual to Carathe´odory Method
II, and we show that in a directionally limited and separable metric space (X, d), endowed with an
asymptotically (α, γ)-bounded measure ν (see (22)) it produces a measure equivalent to the initial
one.
3.1 Why Carathe´odory’s construction is not well-suited
Let us consider a Dirac mass µ = δx in Rn and define
q(Br(y)) =
1
r
∫ r
s=0
µ(Bs(y)) ds .
It is easy to check that this particular choice of premeasure q satisfies (1). First of all, for any
r > 0,
q(Br(x)) =
1
r
∫ r
s=0
δx(Bs(x)) ds =
1
r
∫ r
s=0
1 ds = 1 .
If now y is at distance η from x for some 0 < η < r, we have
q(Br(y)) =
1
r
∫ r
s=0
δx(Bs(y)) ds =
1
r
∫ r
s=η
1 ds =
r − η
r
.
Therefore, q(Br(y)) → 0 as d(x, y) = η → r. We can thus find a covering made by a single ball
of radius less than r for which µqr({x}) is as small as we wish. This shows that Carathe´odory’s
construction associated with this premeasure produces the zero measure.
(a) Bad covering of a
Dirac mass
(b) Bad covering of a curve
More generally, as soon as it is possible to cover with small balls such that the mass of the measure
inside each ball is close to the boundary of the ball, one sees that Carathe´odory’s construction
“looses mass”. For instance, take µ = H1|Γ, where Γ ⊂ Rn is a curve of length LΓ and H1 is the
1-dimensional Hausdorff measure in Rn, then cover Γ with a family of closed balls Bδ of radii δ with
centers at distance η from Γ. Assuming that no portion of the curve is covered more than twice,
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then ∑
B∈Bδ
q(B) =
∑
k
1
δ
∫ δ
s=0
µ(Bs(xk)) =
∑
k
1
δ
∫ δ
s=η
µ(Bs(xk)) ds
≤ δ − η
δ
∑
k
µ(Bδ(xk))
≤ 2LΓ δ − η
δ
−−−→
δ→0
0 ,
with η = δ − δ2 for instance.
The same phenomenon cannot be excluded by blindly centering balls on the support of the
measure µ. Indeed, take a line ` ⊂ R2 with a Dirac mass placed on it at some x ∈ `, so that
µ = H1|` + δx. Then, by centering the balls on the support of µ, we may recover the Hausdorff
measure restricted to `, but not the Dirac mass, for the same reason as before.
We thus understand that the position of the balls should be optimized in order to avoid the
problem. For this reason we consider an alternative method, based on a packing-type construction.
Figure 1: Bad covering with balls centered on the support of the measure
3.2 A packing-type construction
Taking into account the problems described in the examples of the previous section, one realizes
the need to optimize the position of the centers of the balls in order to properly reconstruct the
original measure µ. The idea is to consider a kind of dual construction, that is, a supremum over
packings rather than an infimum over coverings. To this aim we recall a notion of packing of balls.
Definition 3.1 (Packings). Let (X, d) be a separable metric space and U ⊂ X be an open set. We
say that F is a packing of U of order δ if F is a countable family of disjoint closed balls whose
radius is less than δ and such that ⊔
B∈F
B ⊂ U .
Definition 3.2 (Packing construction of measures). Let (X, d) be a separable metric space and let
q be a premeasure defined on closed balls. Let U ⊂ X be an open set and fix δ > 0. We set
µˆqδ(U) := sup
{∑
B∈F
q(B) : F is a packing of order δ of U
}
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and, in a similar way as in Carathe´odory construction, we define
µˆq(U) = lim
δ→0
µˆqδ(U) = infδ>0
µˆqδ(U)
and note that δ′ ≤ δ implies µˆqδ′(U) ≤ µˆqδ(U). Then, µˆq can be extended to all A ⊂ X by setting
µˆq(A) = inf {µˆq(U) : A ⊂ U, U open set} . (10)
The main difference between Definition 3.2 and Carathe´odory’s construction is that the set
function µˆq is not automatically an outer measure: it is monotone but not sub-additive in general.
In order to fix this problem we may apply the construction of outer measures, known as Munroe
Method I, to the set function µˆq restricted to the class of open sets. This amounts to setting, for
any A ⊂ X,
µ˜q(A) = inf
{∑
n∈N
µˆq(Un) : A ⊂
⋃
n∈N
Un, Un open set
}
. (11)
One can check that µ˜q is an outer measure.
We will prove in Theorem 3.1 that, for the class of set functions q we are focusing on, and under
additional assumptions onX, µˆq is already a Borel outer measure.
Remark 3.1. Knowing that µˆq is sub-additive in the class of open sets is enough to show that
µˆq = µ˜q. Indeed, the inequality µ˜q(A) ≤ µˆq(A) comes directly from the fact that minimizing µˆq(U)
over U open such that A ⊂ U is a special case of minimizing ∑k µˆq(Uk) among countable families
of open sets Uk such that A ⊂
⋃
k Uk. Assuming in addition that µˆ
q is sub-additive on open sets
implies that for any countable family of open sets (Uk)k such that A ⊂
⋃
k Uk,
µˆq(A) ≤ µˆq(
⋃
k
Uk) ≤
∑
k
µˆq(Uk) .
By definition of µ˜q, taking the infimum over such families leads to µˆq(A) ≤ µ˜q(A).
Remark 3.2. Our construction of the measure µˆq is slightly different from the more classical packing
construction proposed by Tricot and Taylor in [11]. In particular, (10) enforces outer regularity
of µˆq, while for instance the classical s–dimensional packing measure in Rn associated with the
premeasure q(Br(x)) = (2r)
s is not outer regular for s < n (see [6]). A more specific comparison
between our definition and the one by Tricot and Taylor will be carried out in section 3.3, where
it will be proved that, under the assumption that q(B) ≤ Cµ(B) for every ball B ⊂ Rn and for
some constant C > 0 and some Radon measure µ, the two constructions actually produce the same
measure.
Theorem 3.1. Let (X, d) be a metric space satisfying Hypothesis 3.1, let µ be a positive Borel
measure on X and let q be a premeasure given on closed balls satisfying (1). Let µˆq be as in
Definition 3.2. Then, the following hold:
1. for any Borel set A ⊂ X,
1
γC
µ(A) ≤ µˆq(A) ≤ C inf{µ(U) |A ⊂ U open set } ; (12)
where γ and C are the constants respectively appearing in Hypothesis 3.1 and (1).
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2. µˆq is countably sub-additive and is a metric outer measure;
3. if moreover µ is outer regular, then µ and the positive Borel measure associated with the outer
measure µˆq (still denoted as µˆq) are equivalent, and more precisely
1
γC
µ ≤ µˆq ≤ Cµ.
We briefly sketch the proof of this result for the reader’s convenience.
1. The first step (see Proposition 3.2) is to prove that µˆq is countably sub-additive on any
sequence of open sets (Un)n such that
∑
n µ(Un) < +∞. This property does not require
Hypothesis 1 and only relies on the upper bound (1)–(ii) on q.
2. Then, assuming moreover that µ is finite on bounded sets, we prove in Proposition 3.3 the
countable sub-additivity of µˆq.
3. Now we show in Proposition 3.6 a crucial fact, i.e. that the finiteness of the measure µ can
be dropped, thus we only require that µ is a positive Borel measure (not necessarily finite on
bounded sets) and that (X, d) satisfies Hypothesis 3.1. The heart of the proof is to use the
lower bound (1) (i) on q and show that it can be transferred to µˆq, which gives (12).
4. Up to this last step, we still do not know that µˆq is countably sub-additive. This is proved
in Proposition 3.7 and follows from the partial sub-additivity result of the first step and the
lower bound in (12). We stress that this last result does not require that µ is finite on bounded
sets.
Proposition 3.2. Let (X, d) be a separable metric space and let µ be a positive Borel measure on
X. Let q be a premeasure defined on the class C of closed balls contained in X, such that (1) (ii)
holds. Then, for any countable family of open sets (Uk)k ⊂ X satisfying
∑
k∈N µ(Uk) < +∞, one
has
µˆq
(⋃
k∈N
Uk
)
≤
∑
k∈N
µˆq(Uk) . (13)
In particular, if µ is finite, then µˆq is an outer measure.
Proof. Let (Uk)k be a sequence of open subsets of X such that
∑
k µ(Uk) < +∞. Let ε > 0, then
for all k ∈ N we define
U εk = {x ∈ Uk : d(x,X − Uk) > ε} .
Fix 0 < δ < ε2 . If B is a closed ball such that diamB ≤ 2δ and B ⊂
⋃
k U
ε
k , then there exists k0
such that B ⊂ Uk0 . Indeed, B = Bδ(x) and there exists k0 such that x ∈ U εk0 and thus
Bδ(x) ⊂ U ε−δk0 ⊂ U
ε
2
k0
⊂ Uk0 .
Of course the inclusion B ⊂ Uk0 remains true for any closed ball B with diamB ≤ 2δ. Therefore
any packing B of
⋃
k
U εk of order δ can be decomposed as the union of a countable family of packings
B = ⊔k Bk, where Bk is a packing of Uk of order δ, whence∑
B∈B
q(B) =
∑
k
∑
B∈Bk
q(B) .
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Figure 2: Sub-additivity for packing construction
By taking the supremum over all such packings B of
⋃
k
U εk , we get
µˆqδ
(⋃
k
U εk
)
≤
∑
k
µˆqδ(Uk) .
Then, taking the infimum over δ > 0 and then the supremum over ε > 0 gives
sup
ε>0
µˆq
(⋃
k
U εk
)
≤ inf
δ>0
∑
k∈N
µˆqδ(Uk) . (14)
We now want to prove that
sup
ε>0
µˆq
(⋃
k∈N
U εk
)
= µˆq
(⋃
k∈N
Uk
)
. (15)
Let B be a packing of
⋃
k
Uk of order δ <
ε
2 . We have
∑
B∈B
q(B) =
∑
B∈B
B⊂⋃k Uεk
q(B) +
∑
B∈B
B 6⊂⋃k Uεk
q(B) . (16)
Notice that since 2δ < ε, for any B ∈ B, if B 6⊂
⋃
k
U εk then B ⊂
⋃
k
Uk\
⋃
k
U2εk . Since q(B) ≤ Cµ(B)
according to (1) (ii), we get
∑
B∈B
B 6⊂⋃k Uεk
q(B) ≤ C
∑
B∈B
B 6⊂⋃k Uεk
µ(B) = Cµ
 ⊔
B∈B
B 6⊂⋃k Uεk
B
 ≤ Cµ
(⋃
k
Uk \
⋃
k
U2εk
)
. (17)
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Owing to the fact that
⋃
k
Uk =
⋃
countable
ε>0
⋃
k
U2εk , and
⋃
k U
2ε
k is decreasing in ε, we have that
µ
(⋃
k
Uk \
⋃
k
U2εk
)
−−−→
ε→0
0 (18)
as soon as µ(
⋃
k Uk) < +∞, which is true under the assumption
∑
k µ(Uk) < +∞. Therefore, by
(16), (17) and (18) we infer that
∑
B∈B
q(B) ≤
∑
B∈B
B⊂⋃k Uεk
q(B) + Cµ
(⋃
k
Uk \
⋃
k
U2εk
)
. (19)
Taking the supremum in (19) over all packings B of order δ of ⋃k Uk, we get
µˆqδ
(⋃
k
Uk
)
≤ sup

∑
B∈B
B⊂⋃k Uεk
q(B) : B is a packing of
⋃
k
Uk order δ
+ Cµ
(⋃
k
Uk \
⋃
k
U2εk
)
≤ µˆqδ
(⋃
k
U εk
)
+ Cµ
(⋃
k
Uk \
⋃
k
U2εk
)
.
Then taking the limit as δ → 0 we obtain
µˆq
(⋃
k
Uk
)
≤ µˆq
(⋃
k
U εk
)
+ Cµ
(⋃
k
Uk \
⋃
k
U2εk
)
and finally, letting ε→ 0, we prove (15).
We now turn to the right hand side of (14). For fixed k, µˆqδ(Uk) is decreasing when δ ↓ 0,
therefore
lim
δ↓0
∑
k
µˆqδ(Uk) =
∑
k
lim
δ↓0
µˆqδ(Uk) =
∑
k
µˆq(Uk) (20)
provided that
∑
k µˆ
q
δ(Uk) is finite for some δ > 0, which is true since q(B) ≤ Cµ(B), µˆqδ(Uk) ≤
Cµ(Uk) for all k, so that
∑
k µˆ
q
δ(Uk) ≤ C
∑
k µ(Uk) < +∞. Finally, thanks to (14), (15) and (20)
we obtain the conclusion.
Proposition 3.3. Let (X, d) be a separable metric space and let µ be a positive Borel measure on
X, finite on bounded sets. Let q be a premeasure defined on the class C of closed balls contained in
X, such that (1) (ii) holds. Then µˆq is countably sub-additive, thus it is an outer measure.
Proof. Let (Ak)k be a countable family of disjoint sets such that µ (
⊔
k Ak) < +∞. We shall prove
that
µˆq
(⊔
k
Ak
)
≤
∑
k
µˆq(Ak) . (21)
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Let ε > 0. By outer regularity of µ (since µ a Borel measure finite on bounded sets, it is outer
regular by Theorem 2.3) and by definition of µˆq, let (Uk)k be a family of open sets such that, for
any k,
Ak ⊂ Uk and µ(Uk) ≤ µ(Ak) + 1
2k
and µˆq(Uk) ≤ µˆq(Ak) + ε
2k
.
Hence
∑
µ(Uk) ≤
∑
µ(Ak) + 1 < +∞ and by Proposition 3.2 we thus find
µˆq
(⊔
k
Ak
)
≤ µˆq
(⋃
k
Uk
)
≤
∑
k
µˆq(Uk) ≤
∑
k
µˆq(Ak) + ε .
Let ε→ 0 to get (21).
The case of a countable family (Ak)k such that µ (
⋃
k Ak) < +∞ is obtained from the case of
disjoint sets in the standard way, by defining Bk ⊂ Ak as
Bk = Ak −
k−1⋃
i=1
Ai .
The family (Bk)k is disjoint and
⊔
k∈N
Bk =
⋃
k∈N
Ak, hence by (21) one gets
µˆq
(⋃
k
Ak
)
= µˆq
(⊔
k
Bk
)
≤
∑
k
µˆq(Bk) ≤
∑
k
µˆq(Ak) .
Finally, let us consider the general case of (Ak)k being any countable family of sets. Let (Xn)n be
an increasing family of bounded sets such that ∪nXn = X, then for all n, ∪k(Ak ∩Xn) is bounded,
hence µ (∪k(Ak ∩Xn)) < +∞ and therefore
µˆq
(⋃
k
(Ak ∩Xn)
)
≤
∑
k
µˆq (Ak ∩Xn) .
We let n→ +∞ and we infer by monotone convergence that
µˆq
(⋃
k
Ak
)
≤
∑
k
µˆq (Ak) .
In order to have the countable sub-additivity of µˆq (in the case where µ is not assumed to be
finite on bounded sets) it is enough to show that
∑
k µ(Uk) = +∞ implies
∑
k µˆ
q(Uk) = +∞. If
this is true, then either
∑
k µ(Uk) < +∞ and the sub-additivity is given by Proposition 3.2, or∑
k µˆ
q(Uk) = +∞ and the sub-additivity is immediate. Now the core of the problem is to estimate
µˆq from below by µ. The main issue is that the lower bound (1) (i) does not imply the stronger
lower bound
q(B) ≥ C−1µ(B) .
Moreover, unless we know that the measure µ is doubling, there is no reason to expect that the
inequality µ(2B) ≤ cµ(B) is verified for some c ≥ 1 (where by 2B we denote the ball concentric to
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B with double radius) and for any ball B. Nevertheless, by assuming that (X, d) is directionally
bounded and by comparing µ with an asymptotically doubling measure ν on X, which we assume
to exist, we are able to prove that a doubling property for µ actually holds for enough balls, so
that we can choose packings among these balls. Before showing the result, we need to introduce
the notion of asymptotically (α, γ)-bounded measure. We say that ν is an asymptotically (α, γ)-
bounded measure on (X, d) if it is finite on bounded sets and strictly positive on any ball with
positive radius, and for all x ∈ X it satisfies
lim sup
r→0+
ν(Br(x))
ν(Bαr(x))
≤ γ . (22)
Remark 3.3. Notice that if we assume that ν is asymptotically doubling on X, that is, ν is finite
on bounded sets and there exists a constant d ≥ 1 such that for all x ∈ X it holds
lim sup
r→0+
ν(B2r(x))
ν(Br(x))
≤ d ,
then for any α ∈ (0, 1], taking Q as the unique integer such that 2−(Q+1) < α ≤ 2−Q, one can easily
check that ν is asymptotically (α, dQ+1)-bounded.
We conveniently state some key properties on the metric space (X, d), that will be constantly
assumed in the rest of this section.
Hypothesis 3.1. (X, d) is a directionally limited metric space endowed with an asymptotically
(α, γ)-bounded measure ν satisfying (22) for some constants α ∈ (0, 1] and γ ≥ 1.
Proposition 3.4. Assume that (X, d, ν) satisfy Hypothesis (3.1) and let µ be a positive Borel
measure on X. Let
A0 =
{
x ∈ X : lim inf
r→0+
µ(Br(x))
ν(Br(x))
= 0
}
and A+ =
{
x ∈ X : 0 < lim inf
r→0+
µ(Br(x))
ν(Br(x))
≤ +∞
}
.
Then the following hold.
(i) For all x ∈ A+, either µ(Br(x)) = +∞ for all r > 0, or
lim inf
r→0+
µ(Br(x))
µ(Bαr(x))
≤ γ .
(ii) µ(A0) = 0.
In particular, for a fixed ε0 > 0 and for µ–almost any x ∈ X, there exists a decreasing infinitesimal
sequence (rn)n of radii (depending on ε0 and x), such that
µ(Brn(x)) ≤ (γ + ε0)µ(Bαrn(x)) , ∀n ∈ N . (23)
Proof. Proof of (i). Let x ∈ A+. By monotonicity, either µ(Br(x)) = +∞ for all r > 0 (and then
(23) is also trivially satisfied) or there exists some R such that, for all r ≤ R, µ(Br(x)) < +∞. In
this case the function defined by
f(r) =
µ(Br(x))
ν(Br(x))
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is non-negative and finite for r small enough. Moreover, since x ∈ A+ we have lim infr→0 f(r) > 0.
Let us prove that
lim inf
r→0
f(r)
f(αr)
≤ 1 . (24)
Assume by contradiction that lim inf
r→0
f(r)
f(αr)
> 1, then necessarily α < 1 and there exists r0 > 0
and β > 1 such that for all r ≤ r0, f(r) ≥ βf(αr). Consider now the sequence (rk)k defined by
rk = α
kr0. Then rk → 0 and
f(rk) ≤ β−1f(α−1rk) = β−1f(rk−1) ≤ β−kf(r0) −−−→
k→∞
0
which contradicts lim infr→0 f(r) > 0 and thus proves (24). Let us notice that µ(Br(x)) > 0 for all
r > 0 since x ∈ A+ and that, by definition, we have
µ(Br(x))
µ(Bαr(x))
=
f(r)
f(αr)
· ν(Br(x))
ν(Bαr(x))
.
Since ν is asymptotically (α, γ)-bounded, by (22) we get
lim inf
r→0+
µ(Br(x))
µ(Bαr(x))
≤ lim sup
r→0+
ν(Br(x))
ν(Bαr(x))
lim inf
r→0+
f(αr)
f(r)
≤ γ .
Proof of (ii). Let us show that µ(A0) = 0. First assume that ν(X) < +∞ and let ε > 0.
Consider
Fε = {B ⊂ X |B = Br(a), a ∈ A0 and µ(B) ≤ εν(B)} .
Let a ∈ A0 be fixed. Since lim inf
r→0+
µ(Br(a))
ν(Br(a))
= 0, there exists r > 0 such that Br(a) ∈ Fε. Every
point in A0 is the center of some ball in Fε, so that we can apply Theorem 2.9 and obtain 2ζ + 1
countable families G1, . . .G2ζ+1 of disjoint balls in Fε, such that
A0 ⊂
2ζ+1⋃
j=1
⊔
B∈Gj
B .
Therefore
µ(A0) ≤
2ζ+1∑
j=1
∑
B∈Gj
µ(B)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤εν(B)
≤ ε
2ζ+1∑
j=1
ν
 ⊔
B∈Gj
B
 ≤ ε(2ζ + 1)ν(X) .
Hence µ(A0) = 0 if ν(X) < +∞. Otherwise, replace X by X ∩ Uk(x0) for any fixed x0 ∈ X to
obtain that for any k ∈ N, µ(A0 ∩ Uk(x0)) = 0, then let k →∞ to conclude that µ(A0) = 0.
Finally (23) is an immediate consequence of the fact that X = A0 ∪ A+ coupled with (i) and
(ii).
Corollary 3.5 (Besicovitch with doubling balls). Assume that (X, d, ν) satisfy Hypothesis (3.1)
and let µ be a positive Borel measure on X. Fix ε0 > 0 and for any δ > 0 define
Fδ = {B = Br(x) closed ball ⊂ X : µ(B) ≤ (γ + ε0)µ(Bαr(x)) and diamB ≤ 2δ}
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and, for any A ⊂ X,
FAδ = {B ∈ Fδ : B = Br(a), a ∈ A} .
Then there exist A0 ⊂ X and 2ζ+1 countable subfamilies of FAδ of disjoint closed balls, G1, . . .G2ζ+1
such that
A ⊂ A0 ∪
2ζ+1⋃
j=1
⊔
B∈Gj
B and µ(A0) = 0 .
Moreover, if µ(A) < +∞, then for any open set U ⊂ X there exists a countable collection G of
disjoint balls in FAδ such that
⊔
B∈G
B ⊂ U and µ
(
(A ∩ U) \
⊔
B∈G
B
)
= 0 .
Proof. Thanks to (23) (see Proposition 3.4) we know that for µ-almost every x ∈ X there exists a
decreasing infinitesimal sequence (rn)n such that Brn(x) ∈ Fδ for all n ∈ N. Hence for µ-almost
any x ∈ X we have
inf {r |Br(x) ∈ Fδ} = 0 .
Then, the conclusion follows from Theorems 2.9 and 2.10.
We can now prove that µˆq and µ are equivalent on Borel sets (as set functions since we have
not completely proved the sub-additivity of µˆq yet).
Proposition 3.6. Let (X, d, ν) satisfy Hypothesis (3.1) with constants (α, γ) and let µ be a positive
Borel measure on X. Let q be a premeasure satisfying (1) with constants α and C. Let µˆq be as in
Definition 3.2. Then for any Borel set A ⊂ X we have
1
γC
µ(A) ≤ µˆq(A) ≤ C inf{µ(U) |A ⊂ U open set } .
Therefore if µ is outer regular then
1
γC
µ(A) ≤ µˆq(A) ≤ Cµ(A) .
Proof. Let U ⊂ X be an open set, then the inequality µˆq(U) ≤ Cµ(U) is just a consequence of
the definition of µˆq and of the second inequality in (1), i.e., of the fact that, for any closed ball B,
q(B) ≤ Cµ(B). Now we prove the other inequality by splitting the problem into two cases.
Case µ(U) < +∞. Let ε0 > 0 and δ > 0, then we can apply Corollary 3.5 (Besicovitch with
doubling balls) to get a countable family Gδ of disjoint balls of
FUδ = {B = Br(x) ⊂ U : µ(B) ≤ (γ + ε0)µ(Bαr(x)) and diamB ≤ 2δ}
such that
µ(U) = µ
 ⊔
B∈Gδ
B
 and ⊔
B∈Gδ
B ⊂ U .
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Therefore by (1) and by definition of µˆqδ,
µˆqδ(U) ≥
∑
B∈Gδ
q(B) ≥
∑
j
1
C
µ(Bαrj (xj))
≥ 1
C(γ + ε0)
∑
j
µ(Brj (xj)) =
1
C(γ + ε0)
µ
 ⊔
B∈Gδ
B
 = 1
C(γ + ε0)
µ(U) .
Letting δ → 0 and then ε0 → 0 gives µˆq(U) ≥ 1
γC
µ(U).
Case µ(U) = +∞. Let δ > 0 and FUδ be as in the previous case, then applying Corollary 3.5
(Besicovitch with doubling balls) gives 2ζ + 1 countable families G1δ , . . . ,G2ζ+1δ of balls in FUδ such
that
U ⊂ U0 ∪
2ζ+1⋃
j=1
⊔
B∈Gjδ
B with µ(U0) = 0 .
Then we get
2ζ+1∑
j=1
µ
 ⊔
B∈Gjδ
B
 ≥ µ(U) = +∞ .
Consequently there exists j0 ∈ {1, . . . , 2ζ + 1} such that µ
(⊔
B∈Gj0δ
B
)
= +∞. Therefore we have
the same estimate as in the case µ(U) < +∞:
µˆqδ(U) ≥
∑
B∈Gj0δ
q(B) ≥
∑
l
1
C
µ(Bαrl(xl))
≥ 1
C(γ + ε0)
∑
l
µ(Brl(xl)) =
1
C(γ + ε0)
µ
 ⊔
B∈Gj0δ
B
 = +∞ ,
and we conclude µˆq(U) = +∞.
Proposition 3.7. Let (X, d, ν) satisfy Hypothesis (3.1). Let µ be a positive Borel measure on X
and let q be a premeasure satisfying (1). Let µˆq be as in Definition 3.2. Then µˆq is countably
sub-additive.
Proof. Let (An)n be a countable collection of subsets of X. If
∑
n
µ (An) = +∞ then by Proposi-
tion 3.6 there exists K > 0 such that µ(An) ≤ Kµˆq(An) for all n, therefore∑
n
µˆq(An) ≥ 1
K
∑
n
µ(An) = +∞ ,
whence the countable sub-additivity directly follows. Recall that if
∑
n
µ (An) < +∞ and An are
open sets, then countable sub-additivity was proved in Proposition 3.2. It remains to check the
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case
∑
n
µ (An) < +∞ for a generic sequence of Borel sets An. Fix ε > 0, then by definition of µˆq
there exists an open set Un for all n, depending also on ε, such that An ⊂ Un and
µˆq(Un) ≤ µˆq(An) + ε
2n
.
By sub-additivity on open sets we have
µˆq(
⋃
n
An) ≤ µˆq(
⋃
n
Un) ≤
∑
n
µˆq(Un) ≤
∑
n
µˆq(An) + ε .
Letting ε→ 0 concludes the proof.
3.3 Connection with a classical packing construction
Our packing construction (3.2) is very similar to the one introduced by Taylor and Tricot in [11]
for measures in Rn. In that paper, starting from a given premeasure q defined on a family of sets
C (here, as in our construction, C will be the family of closed balls) a so-called packing premeasure
is defined for any E ⊂ Rn as
(q−P )(E) = lim sup
δ→0
{∑
B∈B
q(B) : B is a T–packing of order δ of E, B ⊂ {Br(x) : x ∈ E, r > 0}
}
,
where their notion of packing (here specialized to families of closed balls, which we will refer to as
T–packing) is slightly different from the one we introduced in Definition 3.1.
Definition 3.3 (T–Packings). Let E ⊂ Rn. We say that F is a T -packing of E of order δ if F
is a countable family of disjoint closed balls whose radius is less or equal to δ and such that for all
B ∈ F , E ∩B 6= ∅.
We insist on the fact that such a packing is not included in E (as required in Definition 3.1)
but only in some enlargement of E.
Then, from this packing premeasure (q − P ), a packing measure µq−P is defined by applying
Carathe´odory’s construction, Method I, to q − P on Borel sets. To be precise, for any A ⊂ Rn,
µq−P (A) = inf
{ ∞∑
k=1
(q − P )(Ak) : Ak ∈ B(Rn), A ⊂
⋃
k
Ak
}
.
We will now prove that these two constructions are equivalent when the premeasure q is controlled
by some Radon measure µ, i.e., when there exists C > 0 such that for every closed ball B, q(B) ≤
Cµ(B).
Proposition 3.8. Let q be a premeasure defined on closed balls in Rn. We assume that there exists
a Radon measure µ and a constant C > 0 such that q(B) ≤ Cµ(B) for any closed ball B ⊂ Rn.
Then µˆq = µq−P .
Proof. Let us prove that for any compact set K ⊂ Rn
µq−P (K) ≤ µˆq(K) . (25)
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Fix an open set U containing K. As K is compact, there exists δ0 > 0 such that, for all 0 < δ < δ0,
K2δ = {x ∈ Rn : dist(x,K) < 2δ} ⊂ U .
Note that if B is a T–packing of order δ of K then it is a packing of order δ of K2δ and thus of U .
Hence, for all δ < δ0
sup
{∑
B∈B
q(B) : B T–packing of K of order δ
}
≤ sup
{∑
B∈B
q(B) : B packing of U of order δ
}
.
Let us pass to the limit as δ → 0 and obtain by definition
(q − P )(K) ≤ µˆq(U) . (26)
The inequality (26) is true for any open set U ⊃ K, therefore
(q − P )(K) ≤ inf
K⊂Uopen
µˆq(U) = µˆq(K) .
Since {K} is trivially a covering of K, then µq−P (K) ≤ (q−P )(K), which leads to (25). It is easy
to extend (25) to any bounded Borel set thanks to Theorem 2.3 and the fact that µ is Radon and
Rn is locally compact. Then for any Borel set E ⊂ Rn,
µq−P (E) ≤ µˆq(E) .
Let us now prove that for any bounded set E ⊂ Rn we have the converse inequality
µˆq(E) ≤ µq−P (E) . (27)
Given ε > 0 and 0 < δ < ε/2 we define
Eε =
{
x ∈ Rn : dist(x,E) < ε} ,
which is obviously an open set. Let B be a δ–packing of Eε, then B = B1 unionsq B2 with
B1 =
{
B ∈ B : B ∩ E 6= ∅} and B2 = {B ∈ B : B ∩ E = ∅} .
Then, by Definition 3.3, B1 is a T–packing of order δ of E while any ball of B2 is included in Eε−E.
Therefore, taking the supremum over all δ–packings of Eε, we get
µˆqδ(Eε) ≤ sup

∑
B∈B
B∩E 6=∅
q(B) : B δ–packing of Eε
+ sup

∑
B∈B
B∩E=∅
q(B) : B δ–packing of Eε
︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤µ(Eε−E)
,
then letting δ → 0 leads to
µˆqδ(Eε) ≤ (q − P )(E) + µ(Eε − E) . (28)
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As µ is Radon and Eε − E is bounded (since E is bounded), then µ(Eε − E) < +∞, (Eε − E)ε is
increasing in ε and ∩ε>0(Eε − E)ε = ∅, so that
µ(Eε − E) −−−→
ε→0
0 .
Letting ε→ 0 in (28), we get
µˆq(E) = inf
E⊂U
{µˆq(U) : U open } ≤ lim
ε→0
µˆq(Eε) ≤ (q − P )(E) . (29)
Thanks to Proposition 3.3, we know that µˆq is countably sub-additive and for every countable
family (Eh)h such that E ⊂ ∪hEh, we have by (29)
µˆq(E) ≤
∑
h
µˆq(E ∩ Eh) ≤
∑
h
(q − P )(E ∩ Eh) ≤
∑
h
(q − P )(Eh) .
Finally taking the infimum over all such (Eh)h gives (27), whence
µˆq(E) ≤ µq−P (E)
holds for any Borel set E ⊂ Rn. This concludes the proof.
Remark 3.4. Reading carefully the proof, one should note that the property of Rn which is used
is the local compactness of Rn. Therefore, if we extend the definition of Taylor and Tricot [11]
to a metric space (X, d), then assuming (X, d) locally compact the two packing constructions still
coincide under the assumption q(B) ≤ Cµ(B) for all closed balls B, where µ is some given Radon
measure and C > 0.
3.4 The case of a signed measure
Our aim is to prove that the packing-type reconstruction applied to a signed measure µ, with
premeasures q± satisfying
1
C
µ+(Bαr(x))− µ−(Br(x)) ≤ q+(Br(x)) ≤ Cµ+(Br(x)) (30)
and
1
C
µ−(Bαr(x))− µ+(Br(x)) ≤ q−(Br(x)) ≤ Cµ−(Br(x)) (31)
for some C ≥ 1 and 0 < α ≤ 1, produces a signed measure µˆp whose positive and negative parts
are comparable with those of µ.
We notice that properties (30) and (31) are weaker than the following (and apparently more
natural) ones:
1
C
µ+(Bαr(x)) ≤ q+(Br(x)) ≤ Cµ+(Br(x)) (32)
1
C
µ−(Bαr(x)) ≤ q−(Br(x)) ≤ Cµ−(Br(x)) . (33)
On the other hand we note that the premeasures defined as
q±(Br(x)) =
(
1
r
∫ r
s=0
µ(Bs(x)) ds
)
±
satisfy (30)–(31) but not (32)–(33).
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Theorem 3.9. Let (X, d, ν) satisfy Hypothesis 3.1 for some constants α ∈ (0, 1] and γ ≥ 1, and let
µ = µ+−µ− be a locally finite, Borel-regular signed measure on X. Let q± be a pair of premeasures
satisfying (30) and (31) for some C ≥ 1. Take µˆq± as in Definition 3.2. Then the following
properties hold:
(i) µˆq+, µˆq− are metric outer measures finite on bounded sets;
(ii) µˆq = µˆq+ − µˆq− is a signed measure such that, for any Borel set A ⊂ X,
1
γC
µ+(A) ≤ µˆq+(A) ≤ Cµ+(A) and 1
γC
µ−(A) ≤ µˆq−(A) ≤ Cµ−(A) ,
whence in particular
1
γC
|µ|(A) ≤ |µˆq|(A) ≤ C|µ|(A) .
Proof. The countable sub-additivity of µˆq± follows from the second inequalities in (30)–(31) (see
Proposition 3.3). Then for any open set U ⊂ X both inequalities
µˆq±(U) ≤ Cµ±(U)
are just a consequence of the definition of µˆq± and of the second inequalities in (30)–(31). This
proves (i).
Let now A ⊂ X be a Borel set. We first derive an estimate concerning µˆq+ (the estimate for
µˆq− can be obtained in the same way). If µ+(A) < +∞, we take an open set U containing A such
that µ+(U) < +∞. Let ε0, δ > 0 be fixed, then apply Corollary 3.5 to µ+ and get a countable
family Gδ = {Brj (xj)}j of disjoint closed balls contained in U with radii rj ≤ δ and satisfying
µ+(Bαrj (xj)) ≥ 1γ+ε0µ+(Brj (xj)) for all j, such that
µ+(A) = µ+
 ⊔
B∈Gδ
B
 .
We have
µˆ
q+
δ (U) ≥
∑
B∈Gδ
q+(B) ≥
∑
j
1
C
µ+(Bαrj (xj))− µ−(Brj (xj))
≥
∑
j
1
(γ + ε0)C
µ+(Brj (xj))− µ−(Brj (xj)) ≥
1
(γ + ε0)C
µ+(A)− µ−(U) .
Letting δ → 0 and then ε0 → 0 we find
µˆq+(U) ≥ 1
γC
µ+(A)− µ−(U) . (34)
By definition of µˆq+(A), there exists a sequence of open sets (U1k )k such that, for all k, it holds
A ⊂ U1k and
µˆq+(U1k ) −−−→
k→∞
µˆq+(A) .
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By outer regularity of µ− (which is Borel and finite on bounded sets) there exists a sequence of
open sets (U2k )k such that, for all k, we get A ⊂ U2k and
µ−(U2k ) −−−→
k→∞
µ−(A) .
For all k, let Uk = U
1
k ∩ U2k , then Uk is an open set, A ⊂ Uk and, by monotonicity,
µˆq+(A) ≤ µˆq+(Uk) ≤ µˆq+(U1k ) ,
µ−(A) ≤ µ−(Uk) ≤ µ−(U2k ) ,
therefore
µˆq+(Uk) −−−→
k→∞
µˆq+(A) and µ−(Uk) −−−→
k→∞
µ−(A) .
Evaluating (34) on the sequence (Uk)k and letting k go to +∞, we eventually get
µˆq+(A) ≥ 1
γC
µ+(A)− µ−(A) . (35)
Owing to Hahn decomposition of signed measures, there exists a Borel set P such that for all Borel
A it holds
µ+(A) = µ+(A ∩ P ) = µ(A ∩ P ) and µ−(A) = µ(A− P ) .
Finally, let A be a Borel set, then by (35) applied to A ∩ P we get
µˆq+(A) ≥ µˆq+(A ∩ P ) ≥ 1
γC
µ+(A ∩ P )− µ−(A ∩ P )
=
1
γC
µ+(A) .
It remains to show that if µ+(A) = +∞, then µˆq+(A) = +∞. This can be easily obtained by taking
a sequence of open balls Un with fixed center and radius n ∈ N, and by considering the sequence
An = A ∩ Un for which µ+(An) < +∞ and limn µ+(An) = µ+(A) = +∞. By applying the same
argument as before, we get
µˆq+(A) ≥ µˆq+(An) ≥ 1
γC
µ+(An) ,
thus the conclusion follows by taking the limit as n → +∞. This completes the proof of (ii) and
thus of the theorem.
3.5 A stability result
If the approximate values q(Br(x)) are closer and closer to the actual values of µ(Br(x)) when
r → 0 one obtains by Theorem 3.1 that the reconstructed measure µˆq coincides with µ. More
precisely, we have the following stability result.
Corollary 3.10. Let us fix (αn)n, (γn)n, (Cn)n and (rn)n such that
αn ∈ (0, 1], γn ≥ 1, Cn ≥ 1, rn > 0
αn, γn, Cn → 1 and rn → 0 as n→∞ .
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Let (X, d) be a directionally limited metric space endowed with a sequence of asymptotically (αn, γn)-
bounded measures νn satisfying (22). Let µ be a positive Borel measure on X and let q be a
premeasure defined on closed balls and satisfying
C−1n µ(Bαnr(x)) ≤ q(Br(x)) ≤ Cn µ(Br(x))
for all x ∈ X, n ∈ N, and r ∈ (0, rn). Then µˆq = µ.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1.
Remark 3.5. The above corollary can be formulated for signed measures as well. Indeed under the
same assumptions on X and analogous assumptions on q± one obtains the same conclusion, i.e.
the coincidence of the reconstructed signed measure with the initial measure, thanks to Theorem
3.9.
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